Virtual Event 15-18 June 2020
2020 Asia-Pacific Statistics Week

Leaving no one and nowhere behind

The 2030 Agenda is an integrated development agenda across economic, social and environmental domains. In this session, we hear from six authors analyzing diversity of topics including access to all-weather roads and its relationship to poverty rates and regional gross domestic products (the Philippines), ageing populations through an ethnic perspective as well as spatial distribution (Malaysia), tourism and a new Measuring Sustainability of Tourism framework (Malaysia), outbound tourism using administrative data from passport scanning machines to distinguish outbound tourists, nationals residing abroad and frequent border crossers (Indonesia), and financial system stability (Indonesia). Finally, we hear from a national accounts compiler the importance of the Public-Private partnership (PPP) when strengthening NSO capacity.

Authors will reflect on their papers by

1. Sharing three features of the statistical measurement framework for SDGs in their country e.g. “involves surveys”, “accounts and big data sources”, is led by the National Statistical Office, has measurement gaps

2. Sharing one example of data from multiple sources being integrated in a coherent and consistent manner for the production of statistical products that support integrated analysis of sustainable development issues (e.g. use of existing data, indexes, public-private partnerships)

Prior to the start of the session, the host will provide a link to the quizzes based on the papers via the chat in MS Teams. The audiences were asked to answer questions. During the Q&A session, the speakers will present their answers. The first part will be three presenters following by 15-minute live Q&A. Following a short break, three more presenters will share their thoughts and another 15-minute live Q&A will be held. You will have two opportunities to interact with authors.

#apstatsweek2020